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Abstract
After-treatment systems are necessary to respect the pollutant emissions thresholds specified by regulations. However,
due to system ageing, the efficiency of the after-treatment system may decrease and affect the vehicle emissions
during real driving conditions. To address this issue, the model presented in this article is based on the on-engine
tests performed to a set of diesel oxidation catalysts with different ageing levels, through which the ageing process is
characterized. Then, the model is able to simulate the light-off temperature and slip increase due to ageing, and it is
applied to a WLTC for a new and a thermally aged catalysts.
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Introduction
Current worldwide regulations make necessary the use of
after-treatment systems in combustion engines. However,
these systems are deteriorated over time, so its performance
has to be monitored by the on-board diagnostics (OBD)
system to apply the corresponding measures 1–3 . Sensorsbased and model-based methods have been widely used
for this purpose 4–6 . In this article, a characterization of the
deterioration processes and its impact on emissions is done
to estimate the effects of Diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC)
ageing. Then, a DOC model including ageing is presented.
The DOC is responsible for the oxidation of THC, CO
and the volatile organic fraction VOF of PM, as well as
the NO conversion into NO2 . These phenomena are mainly
dominated by temperature, exhaust mass flow and exhaust
gas composition. As reported by several authors like 7 and 8 ,
the temperature range of activation, known as light-off
temperature (LOT), determines the oxidation threshold, from
which the DOC is able to oxidize. The catalytic functions
of different emission species can have different LOT, being
the light-off temperature of THC higher than the LOT
of CO. In addition, forward and reverse LOT steps can
affect this threshold, being NO2 in high concentrations the
main responsible for this variation in case of THC, due to
inhibition effects 9,10 . Another important DOC characteristic
is the accumulation process, in which THC are stored in the
catalyst monolith while the DOC core temperature is under
the light-off temperature 11 .
In this article, no differentiation among THC species is
taken into account, despite the fact that THC are composed
of a large variety of hydrocarbons chains 12 which might
affect the LOT. 13 and 14 considered two main groups: easyto-oxidize, represented by C3 H6 , and difficult-to-oxidize
compounds, in which chains with higher number of carbons
are included, being C10 H22 the most representative. 15
assumed THC as C3 H6 for modelling purposes.
Prepared using sagej.cls [Version: 2016/06/24 v1.10]

Despite the DOC capability of NO conversion into NO2
does not strongly affect tail-pipe emission levels, it affects
DPF passive regeneration and SCR reduction kinetics. NOx
chemical abatement in SCR can be represented by three
reactions: NO reduction, NO2 reduction and combined NO
and NO2 reduction. While the combined reaction is the
fastest, the NO2 reaction is the slowest, being a factor of
0.5 for NO2 over NOx when SCR shows the best reduction
performance 16,17 .
On-board ageing is considered to be a slowly varying
process, which strongly depends on several factors like
driving profile, frequency of DPF regenerations or fuel
composition, specially if it contains sulfur. In this sense,
thermal exposure of after-treatment systems to high
temperatures is significant in general use conditions so that
thermal mechanisms dominate over other processes like
chemical poisoning. For this reason, thermal ageing is the
main ageing process considered in this article.
In order to accelerate the effects of the ageing process for
laboratory purposes, exposure of units to high temperatures
is a common technique. In this sense, temperatures higher
than 600◦ C cause a LOT increase of the catalyst, in which
10 to 16 hours cause an increase of 10◦ C in LOT 18 . In fact,
the LOT increase of THC, CO and NO species has been
analyzed by several authors like Homayoun et al. 19 , Bartley 9
and Nakane et al. 20 by means of this artificial technique,
showing also the effects of ageing on HC and CO emissions
increase.
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A control-oriented model that includes ageing effects
on THC and CO emissions, as well as an outline of the
NO to NO2 conversion, is presented in this article. 1D
models are complex, with detailed equations for physical
and chemical processes, so that the calibration of those
models is subjected to a extensive and time-consuming
testing campaign. Moreover, its accuracy may not be suitable
for practical needs. For this reason, lumped models are
valuable to reproduce functional processes of the catalyst.
In this line, the functions of the presented control-oriented
model are based on experimental tests that show in terms
of slip the ageing effect on light-off temperature and THC
accumulation capabilities. Authors like 21–23 have presented
models for DOC including oxidation, but the novelty of this
article is the inclusion of ageing.
The article is structured as follows: an outline of the model
is presented in Section , the experimental set-up and tests
are presented in Section , the ageing model is presented in
Section and conclusions can be found in the last section.
Finally, an appendix for model validation is included.

values of HC and CO, respectively. While Tin and ṁin
HC
are the model inputs, macc
HC is a state and LOT and ξ are
relevant tunable parameters. Experimental tests are used to
characterize how the DOC operates and how it is affected
by ageing. In this line, the modelled functions are selected
taking into account an ageing perspective, so that an ageing
factor ξ allows progressively switching from new to aged
behaviours.
The combination of simple equations allows having a
model that includes species slip, oxidation, HC accumulation
and light-off temperature, since a compromise between
calibration complexity, functions flexibility and process
physical description is necessary. As a result, the model is
able to set a relationship among ageing, LOT and emissions
increase. In this sense, if an indirect technique like LOT
estimation were used for DOC diagnostics, the on-board
estimated value could be related to a previously off-line
associated emissions increase and therefore a malfunction
indicator light (MIL) could be shown if regulation emissions
are overcome.

Modelling approach

Experimental set-up and tests

The presented control-oriented model is composed of three
main parts, which are the thermal model, the THC model
and the CO model, as shown in Figure 1. Its aim is to
estimate THC and CO slip emissions during normal engine
operating conditions, rather than during excitation events like
high post-injections used in DPF regeneration. The thermal
model, described by the authors in 21 , is a lumped model that
considers a monolith, an external covering, a variable delay
depending on the exhaust mass flow, and a sensor model.
The thermal part, which represents the heat transmission and
dynamics, is evaluated and validated in tests with load and
engine speed steps to stress the system dynamics, as well
as in NEDC and WLTC cycles. In case temperature sensor
bandwidth is not enough to capture transient conditions, a
data fusion technique could be applied as in 24 . The 21 model
also includes a basic THC and CO slip model, which is
upgraded in this article with experimental information and
ageing functions. The considered functions are:

A series of experimental tests was carried out in order to
analyse the performance of several DOCs with different
ageing levels. A direct injection Euro 5 diesel engine was
used as a gas generator to feed DOCs with exhaust gas in
conditions that stressed their capacities. Moreover, dynamic
tests like the WLTC were also done for each DOC. The
engine, mounted in an engine test bench, was mainly
composed of a high pressure common-rail fuel injection
system, an Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) system and
a Variable Geometry Turbine (VGT). The exhaust line was
composed of a DOC, as the only after-treatment system, and
several exhaust gas measurement systems.
The engine injection strategy had to be modified in order
to inject raw fuel in the exhaust line to feed DOCs with THC,
for which late post-injections were the key parameter. For
this purpose, a bypass was done to the ECU through an ETAS
910, while a rapid prototyping system dSpace real time
Microautobox II was used as a signals generator for postinjections and for the NTC temperature sensors measurement
acquisition. The engine was controlled from a Horiba Stars
PC, to which different general engine operating signals were
connected.
Gases composition, specifically THC, CO, NO and
NOx , were measured by means of a Horiba Mexa 7100
series exhaust gas analyser, as shown in Figure 2. The
THC were measured through a flame ionization detector
heated vacuum-type (HFID), the CO were measured by
means of a non-dispersive infra red (NDIR) procedure,
while the NO and NOx were measured with the Heated
Chemiluminescence Detector (HCLD). These measurement
processes induced response times from 1s to 3s that could
not be avoided in dynamic tests like the NEDC or the
WLTC. The THC are measured in CH4 equivalent ppm, so
the conversion from gas concentration to gas flow was done
through the following equation:

in
ṁout
HC = βHC · ṁHC

(1)

in
ṁout
CO = βCO · ṁCO

(2)

ṁin
HC

where
is the mass flow of entering HC, βHC is a slip
factor outlined in equation 3, ṁout
HC is the mass flow of HC
released, ṁin
is
the
mass
flow
of entering CO, βCO is a
CO
slip factor outlined in equation 4, ṁout
CO is the mass flow
of released CO. The capacity of the DOC for accumulating
HC 25 is also modelled and the slips βHC and βCO are
considered to be the ratio of species escaping from the DOC
over those entering in it. Equations 3 and 4 show which are
the model inputs:
acc
βHC = f (Tin , ṁin
HC , mHC , LOTHC , ξ)

(3)

βCO = f (Tin , ṁin
CO , LOTCO , ξ)

(4)
macc
HC

where Tin is the DOC inlet temperature,
is the
accumulated HC and LOTH C LOTC O are the initial LOT
Prepared using sagej.cls

HC[kg/s] = HC[ppm] · ṁexh [kg/s] ·

MCH4
· 10−6 (5)
Mair
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where ṁexh is the exhaust mass flow, Mair and MCH4
are the molecular weights of air and methane, respectively,
and HC is the species concentration measured by the
gas analyzer. 26 proposes a non-linear fitting procedure
to estimate DOC upstream THC from post-injections in
accordance with the injection timing, although measured
THC are used in this article.
Two on-board NOx sensors were used in company with
NO and NOx measurements from the gas analyzer to account
for the NO to NO2 conversion of the catalyst. Figure 3
shows the result of the NOx sensors calibration with the gas
analyzer measurements. A linear correction function with 0
origin was fit to 38 steady-state measured points from 50
ppm to 1600 ppm, which is the saturation value for the NOx
sensor. The correction functions are:
us,corr
us
N Ox,sen
= 0.9936 · N Ox,gasanalyzer

(6)

ds,corr
ds
N Ox,sen
= 1.032 · N Ox,gasanalyzer

(7)

200
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600

800 1000 1200 1400 1600

NO x,sensor [ppm]
Figure 3. NOx sensors calibration, where circles are
experimental values and lines are correction functions.
Downstream sensor.
Upstream sensor

in

DOC40
DOC70
New

Figure 4. Scheme of the new, DOC70 and DOC40 catalyst
lengths.

Catalysts

where N Ox,gasanalyzer corresponds to the Horiba gas
us,corr
ds,corr
analyzer measurement and N Ox,sen
and N Ox,sen
correspond to the upstream and downstream NOx sensors
measurements, respectively. Then, NOx measurements are
corrected to correspond to the gas analyzer equivalent
measurement.
Prepared using sagej.cls
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A set of 6 DOCs was used in this article. Except for a
non-impregnated catalyst, the rest had the same properties
in brand new conditions. Then, different ageing procedures
were applied to each one, which are described next:
New DOC It is the basic DOC, composed of a ceramic
monolith, whose washcoat impregnation is a mixture
of Pt and Pd and an external isolation layer.
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The DOC70 and the DOC40 were obtained in two
phases from the new DOC following the same mechanical
process, which consisted in opening the external canning and
removing a slice of 30% length of the catalyst monolith.
In the first phase, after removing the first 30% slice, the
DOC70 was obtained. Then, after doing all necessary tests,
the process was done again for the DOC40 , removing another
30% slice of the monolith. The portion of the monolith
that was removed was at the downstream part, in order to
maintain the distance from the cylinders to the DOC inlet and
do not affect the temperature of the exhaust gases entering
the DOC. Figure 4 represents this structure. Then, the DOC
canning was welded again, so that the external dimensions
of the brand new DOC were kept. Next, performance
of the different DOCs was evaluated through a series of
experiments that stress the main operation characteristics,
which are the light-off temperature, the HC accumulation
and the HC and CO slip.

0

LOT CO,nom

Non-impregnated DOC It was used as a completely faulty
DOC, which lacks of catalytic capacities and only
behaves as a regenerative heat exchanger.

100

LOT NO,nom

DOC40 It is the new DOC but with 40% of the catalyst
monolith length, i.e. it followed the same cutting
process of the DOC70 .

200

CO [%]

DOC70 It is the new DOC but with 70% of the catalyst
monolith length. A cut process was applied to this
DOC in order to reduce the effective length. Due to the
homogeneous properties of DOCs, the effective length
is considered to be a measure of the effective area. It
keeps the external isolation layer.

300

0

NO [ppm]

Aged DOC It has an artificial ageing procedure at 800◦ C
during 25h. Thermal ageing is considered to be a valid
ageing method 19,27 for DOCs.

400

300
200
100
0

60

Load [%]

Nominal DOC It is a DOC whose operation conditions did
not exceed higher temperatures than 600◦ C during
long phases, i.e. smooth ageing conditions.
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Figure 5. Results of the light-off temperature test for the new
and aged DOCs.
Upstream measurements.
New
DOC downstream measurements.
Aged DOC downstream
measurements.
PI2 [mg/str]

The light-off temperature is a characteristic that affects HC,
CO and NO species concentrations. Some authors like 28
and 18 define the LOT as the temperature at which 50% of
the incoming considered species are oxidized, since LOT
does not act as a real binary threshold. Figure 5 shows the
test done to estimate the LOT of HC, CO and NO species.
Medium plots of Figure 5 allow observing the effect of
LOT for HC, CO and NO species concentrations. This test
starts with both DOC up- and downstream temperatures
below 130◦ C, which is a low enough temperature under
LOT. Then, load steps of 2 minutes are applied to slowly
increase the temperature, about 20◦ C each approximately. In
order to ensure an enough exothermic event, in which the
downstream temperature clearly increases over the upstream,
a post-injection pulses train of 3 mg/str, like the shown in
Figure 6, was continuously applied at the start of the load
steps, so the DOC is continuously being filled with HC.
In case of HC, an accumulation process can be observed
as HCout increases until the LOT is reached, in which point

4
2
0

0

2

Time [s]

4

Figure 6. Pulses train of late fuel post-injections.

a noticeable temperature increase takes place. From this
temperature, the oxidation process empties the accumulated
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Table 1. Light-off temperature test results.

190
150
150

250
205
205

DOC70 DOC40 Noimp
190
150
150

190
150
150

-

HC in the catalyst and a [HC]out decrease is observed. The
step from HC accumulation to oxidation can therefore be
observed through an exothermic increase of temperature and
with a decrease of HCout . This behaviour can be observed
for both new and aged DOCs, being the LOT of each one at
a different temperature. In the case of the aged DOC, the
HC accumulation even reaches the saturation point, since
[HC]out are similar to the [HC]in . If HC oxidation was
not high enough to observe differences in temperature, the
LOT could not be evident, since an inherent difficulty of
differentiating between accumulation and oxidation exists
observing HCin and HCout concentrations.
In case of NO and CO, the LOT estimation is simpler,
since the decrease of DOCout species concentrations marks
the temperature at which the light-off is reached. [CO]out
is maintained constant, being [CO]in equal to [CO]out until
its LOT is achieved. This effect shows the lack of CO
accumulation capabilities of the DOC. In case of NO, an
analog effect happens. The light-off temperature can be
appreciated through a decrease in concentration, although
oxidation is not complete in this case. As it can be also
observed, LOT for CO and NO is, in both new and aged
cases, lower than for HC.
Table 1 shows the results of the LOT tests for all DOCs.
As the cut procedure does not affect the activation energy,
the cut DOCs have the same LOT, while the LOT of the
thermally aged DOC has increased up to 250◦ C. Note
that oxidation starts inside the DOC at a temperature that
may differ from the inlet gas temperature, since the outlet
temperature is lower due to thermal losses. However, as
the DOC monolith temperature is not measured on-board,
the light-off temperature is characterised by the upstream
temperature sensor.

HC accumulation test
The objective of the HC accumulation test is to measure
how much HC a DOC is able to store, and characterize
how HC slip increases as the DOC is being filled. For
this purpose, the DOC is filled with HC from engine postinjections until it is saturated, i.e. the downstream measured
HC are stabilized and equal to the HC measured upstream.
This test is composed of three phases, as identified in Figure
7:
1. Emptying phase: The engine runs at a point in which
the temperature is sufficiently high to ensure the
removal of any possibly stored HC. Engine speed is
shown at the bottom plot of Figure 7.
2. Temperature stabilization phase: From this phase,
the engine runs at steady-state conditions until the
end of the test. It is a transition phase, in which
DOC temperature is continuously decreasing until the
Prepared using sagej.cls
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Figure 7. Results of the HC accumulation test for the nominal
DOC. Top and medium plots:
Upstream measurements
Nominal DOC downstream measurements. Bottom plot:
Fuel post-injection in mg/str
Engine speed n/100 in
rpm

downstream measurement falls below the LOT value,
in which moment post-injections start.
3. Accumulation phase: It is the post-injections phase,
during which post-injection pulses of 3 mg/str like the
presented in Figure 6 are being continuously applied
until the downstream HC measurement reaches the
steady HC upstream measurement.
Post-injections, shown at the bottom plot of Figure 7, start
when DOC temperature is below LOT. However, a slight
change of slope in temperature after the start of post-injection
between 1000 and 1500s can be appreciated in Figure 7,
which is due to the CO oxidation, whose LOT is lower than
for the HC.
Results of the accumulation test applied to each DOC are
shown in Figure 8. The behaviour of the catalysts is the same
for all: HC slip increases as the DOC is being filled with
HC. It can be also appreciated how as the DOC ages, its slip
increases, while its ability to filter the post-injection pulses
decreases.
The different ageing of the DOCs has impact on the slip
increase, since the brand new DOC is able to accumulate
HC with only a slight increase on slip, while the nominal
and aged DOCs have more slip, following both a similar
trend: they have an initial strong increase, followed by a
smoothed slope. The DOC70 follows a similar trend than the
new catalyst, but it gradually starts increasing its slip before.
Then, the DOC40 is the less capable of storing HC, so its slip
increases faster than for the others.
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DOC active model
Figure 9 shows a test used to describe the basic principles of
the HC and CO slip model, with the experimental behaviour
of nominal and aged pieces. This test embraces a wide
range of loads and engine speeds of the engine, being
therefore variety in temperatures and exhaust mass flows.
Light-off temperature effects can be appreciated from 500 s
approximately, when slip is reduced for both HC and CO.
Despite having different LOT, the step is big enough to
overcome both LOT almost at the same time. In case of HC,
the slip for the aged catalyst is higher than for the nominal
until the LOT is reached, from which point both slips are
similar. In this line, CO slip has a similar behaviour, being
the initial part at cold conditions with higher slip for the aged
unit, and being the warm part with high efficiency for both
catalysts. Model coefficients are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Model coefficients.

HC Oxidation
LOTHC
∆LOTHC
nHC

χHC,min χHC,max

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2 O

(8)

2CO + O2 → 2CO2

(9)



HC light-off temperature
HC temperature activation
interval
HC shape coefficient for
temperature activation
interval
Minimum and maximum
HC oxidation rates
Minimum and maximum
activation and deactivation
rates for HC oxidation

HC accumulation and slip
a1 to a4
s, a and mref
HC

slip0 function coefficients
slip1 function coefficients,
which are affected by Ae f f
Effective area

Aef f
CO oxidation

χ = χmax +
!n−1
− LOT )n

LOTCO
∆LOTCO
nCO

χCO,min χCO,max
(10)

dχCO
dt
min



where χ is the oxidation rate of HC or CO. Increasing and
decreasing oxidation rates are limited to avoid too fast DOC
emptying processes:
Prepared using sagej.cls

dχHC
dt
max



Traditional chemical modelling for oxidation reactions like
8 and 9 follows an Arrhenius reaction rate 29 . However, the
reaction rate in this article is modelled through equation 10,
which is a more flexible function, and allows setting the
interval range from no oxidation to oxidation, the increasing
shape and the maximum reaction rate.

(χmax − χmin )n · (TDOC
∆LOT n

Figure 9. Reference test with HC and CO to develop the model.
Upstream measurements
New DOC downstream
measurements.
Aged DOC downstream measurements.

dχHC
dt
min

HC and CO oxidation model

χnmax +

Time [s]

dχCO
dt
max



CO light-off temperature
CO temperature activation
interval
CO shape coefficient for
temperature activation
interval
Minimum and maximum
CO oxidation rates
Minimum and maximum
activation and deactivation
rates for HC oxidation
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10 -3

dχ  dχ 
<
(11)
<
dt min
dt
dt max
Then, the oxidation reactions are limited by the available
oxygen, the available HC or CO, and a maximum oxidation
rate.
 dχ 

4
3.5
3

0.
3

HC slip model

2.5

acc
Tin , ṁin
HC and mHC are the factors influencing this model
function, since it is experimentally observed that the slip
in cold conditions is lower than in warm conditions, while
ṁin
HC is related to the residence time of the THC in the DOC
and follows the idea of the higher the mass flow the higher
the slip. Regarding the amount of THC stored in the DOC,
the higher the amount of THC stored, the lower the ability of
the DOC to capture more THC and therefore the higher the
slip. In the limit, when the DOC is completely saturated of
THCs, its ability to retain more THC is 0, and then a slip of
100% appears, as shown in Figure 7.
Slip is modelled through the function βHC , being β0 a
function that depends on ṁin
HC and Tin , and β1 a factor
that depends on macc
.
β
represents
the basic slip of the
0
HC
DOC, while β1 adds to this basic slip the increase due to
accumulation as a factor whose value is higher than 1.
acc
βHC = β0 (Tin , ṁin
HC ) · β1 (ṁHC )

0.4
0.35

0.

25

2

0.3

1.5
1

0.2
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150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Tin
[ºC]
DOC
Figure 10. Results of the non-linear fitting of the slip function
slip0 , where z values correspond to slip values. Dots stand for
experimental measurements, while lines stand for modelled
values.

1.9
1.8

(12)

1.7

where β0 is a quadratic polynomial:
2
in
β0 = a1 · ṁin
HC + a2 · Tin + a3 · Tin + a4 · ṁHC · Tin
(13)

where ai are calibrable coefficients. Figure 10 shows the
experimental versus modelled relation between ṁin
HC and
Tin , where dots represent experimental measurements and
contour lines represent modelled slip. These results are
obtained by computing steady state points measured with the
nominal DOC and fitting the parameters in equation 13 to the
experimental data. Due to the complexity of the HC reaction
in the DOC, non-linear fitting procedures and mapping are
used in modelling 30 .
The effect of macc
HC on the slip is modelled through the
function β1 , shown in Figure 11. Results of the accumulation
process versus slip of Figure 8 show that when the DOC does
not have HCs stored, macc
HC =0, its slip increases linearly as it
is progressively filled with HCs. Then, some reduction in the
acc
slope between macc
HC and slip is observed as mHC increases.
Finally, as the amount of HC stored reaches the maximum
capacity of the DOC a sudden increase happens. According
to the previous description, the β1 factor is defined as a
piecewise function containing a linear and an exponential
term modelling the effect of macc
HC on the slip:
β1 = min(β1,slope , β1,exp )

(14)

where β1,slope and β1,exp are the functions that describe
the slip due to HC accumulation, shown experimentally in
Figure 8. This behaviour is modelled through equations 15
and 16, represented in Figure 11 and described next:
β1,slope = 1 + s · macc
HC
Prepared using sagej.cls

(15)

slip1 [-]
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HC accumulated [g]
Figure 11. Graphical representation of the β1 function.

where s is the slope of function β1,slope , while the constant
is set to 1 to leave the THC slip as β0 when there is no HC
accumulation.

β1,exp = a + e

macc
HC
ref
m
HC

(16)

ref
where a and mref
HC are calibrable parameters. The mHC
parameter is related with the HC storage capability of the
DOC, which is related with its ageing state.

CO slip model
The CO model is simpler than the HC model, since CO is not
accumulated in the catalyst. In this case, the CO oxidation
curve points which is the slip, since if CO are not being
oxidized, then they are being released.
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Model application

90

Since the model is oriented to simulate tests like the NEDC
or the WLTC, rather than engine extreme conditions of load
and speed or high post-injections, the model is applied to
these kind of tests. Therefore, while LOT and slip tests
are performed separately, the identification of the active
model parameters is globally done using a WLTC. Then, the
application of the model to a WLTC with the parameters
from the resulting calibration is shown in Figure 16. In
case of high post-injections, like during DPF regeneration
conditions, a more detailed heat transmission and heat
release model would be required.
Model calibration consists of two main steps: passive
model calibration and active model calibration. Passive
model calibration is done using the non-impregnated DOC
through a least squares error minimization routine combined
with manual tuning to provide the optimization function with
good initial values. Then, the HC slip function is calibrated
following a similar procedure, in which manual tuning and
parametric studies are also required. In particular, the CO
model is manually tuned, due to the saturation periods, which
complicate the use of an optimization routine. For the LOT,
the value obtained from experiments of Figure 5 in section ,
whose results are shown in Table 1, are used for each catalyst.
When fitting slip coefficients, engine exhaust flows from
the WLTC cycle are higher than for the HC accumulation
tests and therefore DOCs are filled faster. Then, constant
values for this functions have been selected as a compromise
solution for the engine operating ranges of the NEDC and
WLTC tests.
As the engine load and catalyst temperature increases,
some of the stored THCs may be released without being
oxidized, resulting in a decrease in conversion. However,
this effect is not normally observed in light-off small-scale 7
events. Therefore, this model is not appropriated for large
post-injections, but it is to be used in conventional use cases.
Note that slip and LOT are treated as independent processes,
so that the effective area is not used to characterize the LOT.
The model is applied to a WLTC test in Figure 16, in
which results for temperature and cumulative efficiencies
ηcumulative of HC and are shown. The HC excitation is high
enough as a result of engine-raw emissions, since the engine
operates in zones near high HC emissions. It can be seen
that the passive model of 21 captures the heat transference and
dynamics, whilst the HC and CO models are able to represent
the DOC-outlet emissions. The following set of equations is
used to evaluate the model performance:
R out,exp
ṁ
(17)
ef fexp = 1 − R in
ṁ
R out,mod
ṁ
ef fmod = 1 − R in
(18)
ṁ
R out,exp R out,mod
ṁ
− ṁ
R
=
(19)
ṁin

80

where ef fexp is the experimental efficiency, ef fmod is the
modelled effiency,  is the efficiency error and ṁ is the mass
flow of either HC or CO, whose results are shown in Table
3. Unfortunately, the accumulated HC cannot be validated,
since it is a non-measurable state.
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Figure 12. Experimental results for the effective area
determination, where x is the non-impregnated DOC, + is the
DOC40 , • is the aged DOC, + is the DOC70 , • is the nominal
DOC and • is the new DOC

The validation of the model has to be done with the
available data from the catalysts available, so that efficiency
results for the new and nominal catalysts are presented in
Table 3. With the application of the model, the new DOC has
an error of 1.4% for HC and 3.5% for CO, while the nominal
DOC has an error of 0.2% for HC and 6.7% for CO. In both
cases, the error obtained is acceptable, being slightly lower
for HC than for CO.

Ageing modelling
Experimental data from the cut DOCs is used to define a
parameter that characterizes the ageing level of a DOC. This
approach allows defining an ageing parameter in terms of
effective area Aef f , despite the mixed effect of residence
time and loss of monolith efficiency. Then, according to their
HC emissions in a WLTC, the effective area of the nominal
and aged DOCs is set with respect to the new, the DOC70 , the
DOC40 and the non-impregnated DOC, as shown in Figure
12. In this figure, 0% is referenced to the non-impregnated
DOC, in which DOC-outlet HC emissions are equal to the
engine-raw, while 100% corresponds to the new DOC. In
this line, when the nominal DOC has an equivalent effective
area of 85%, this value is reduced to 56% for the aged DOC.
The effect of ageing in the oxidation function is modelled
by means of the LOT for both HC and CO, using the values
presented in Table 1.
Since results show that new and aged DOCs present
similar slip at warm conditions, the main differences
are appreciated during cold phases, i.e.: during HC
accumulation, so that the ageing effect on HC slip is taken
into account with the accumulated HC. Therefore, the HC
slip ageing function is introduced to equation 12, and the
expression for the slip becomes:
acc
βHC = β0 (Tin , ṁin
HC ) · β1 (mHC , Aef f )

(20)

where β1 function (eq. 14) is upgraded with ageing. For
this purpose, the WLTC test is fitted in terms of temperature,
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Table 3. Efficiency of DOCs and model errors.

New: HC
New: CO
Nominal: HC
Nominal: CO
Aged: HC
Aged: CO

ef fexp [%]

ef fmod [%]

 [%]

93.8
83.5
91.1
76.6
83.6
61.9

92.4
80
92.3
93.3
83.6
53.9

1.4
3.5
0.2
6.7
0
8

Impact of ageing on the NO to NO2
conversion
An outline of the effect of ageing on the NO to NO2
conversion is described next. As seen in Figure 5 of Section
for the LOT, NO oxidation into NO2 is affected by ageing.
Figure 14 shows that the averaged value of the NO to NO2
conversion is also affected by ageing. Since upstream and
downstream NO signals could not be measured at the same
time with the gas analyzer, the NO to NO2 is analyzed
comparing the NO to NOx ratio, by means of equation 27.

HC slip and CO slip for each catalyst and the resulting
coefficients are then combined with the effective area:
s = Aef f · c1 + c2

(21)

a = Aef f · c3 + c4

(22)

HCref = (Aef f · c5 )−1

(23)

where coefficients of the linear functions a and s (c1 to c4 )
are fitted with a minimum least squares error routine to a
first order polynomial, while the coefficient c5 is obtained
by means of a parametric study, choosing the value of the
coefficient that minimises the difference between the HCref
value obtained from the fitting of the experimental results
to the model and the result of applying equation 23. Note
that parameters of cut DOCs were manually tuned focusing
on low flow intervals, since differences in behaviour were
observed at medium to high flows due to different residence
times. Figure 13 shows the fitting of the model coefficients
identified experimentally for the different DOCs and the
correlations 21-23.
The maximum storage capacity also decreases as the DOC
ages, although DOCs are able to store much more HC than
those accumulated during WLTC conditions due to engineraw emissions. Figure 17 shows the result of the model
including ageing in the WLTC, whose performance is shown
in Table 3. It can be observed how the DOC efficiency for
HC fits well in average for the three catalysts, while the CO
error increases up to 8 %.
Finally, the ageing factor parameter ξ is presented as the
global ageing factor that relates Aef f and LOT, being 0 for
the new DOC and 1 for the aged DOC. In this line, two
reference catalysts lead to a first order relation between ξ and
both LOT and Aef f , where ξ=0 corresponds to the new DOC
and ξ=1 corresponds to the artificially aged DOC. In this
sense, more intermediate units could lead to a more complex
function, so the following equations represent this relation in
the case presented:
LOTHC = 14.93 ξ + 47.31

(24)

LOTCO = 58.82 ξ + 127.65

(25)

Aef f = −43.48 ξ − 98.7

(26)
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γ=

N Ods
N Oxus

(27)

The dynamic test shown in Figure 14 corresponds to
a warm phase of the WLTC, in which the monolith
temperatures are comprised between 200◦ C and 400◦ C.
During this part of the test, the averaged conversion for the
new DOC is 0.73, while the averaged conversion for the aged
DOC is reduced to 0.4.
The DOC ageing has another effect on the NOx species
with regards to its accumulation capabilities in cold phases,
which is represented in Figure 15. During the initial 45
seconds, the new DOC accumulates NOx , since the N Oxds
signal is sensitively lower than the N Oxus signal. Then, a
release phase can be observed during 80 and 90 seconds.
When analyzing the same effect in the aged DOC, this
accumulation / release effect is not present, since both N Oxus
and N Oxds signals are similar during the first 45 seconds, and
no release phase can be observed.

Conclusions
The DOCs ageing effect on emissions is characterized and
modelled in this article. The results of a set of experimental
tests is used to assess the main operation characteristics
like the light-off temperature and the slip. The light-off
temperature results of the HC, CO and NO emissions is
presented and the accumulation capabilities are characterized
for the HC species. An effective area, obtained with cut
catalysts is used to characterize the HC slip ageing. Then, the
model functions are developed to describe those processes.
The model, which groups these functions, is developed
from the basis of a passive thermal lumped model, and is
then applied to a WLTC for the new and aged catalysts.
Due to the simple model approach, it is not suitable in case
of high heat transmission phases. Thus, this model allows
performing simulations in WLTC-like conditions.
An outline of the ageing effect of DOC on NO to NO2
conversion is also presented with the conversion capacity and
the LOT.
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Appendix: Model application to the WLTC
Model application figures are presented in this appendix
for new and aged DOC units in Figures 16 and 17,
respectively.
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Figure 16. New DOC model results in a WLTC. Upper plots:
Upstream measurements
Downstream measurements
Downstream model. Bottom plot:
Cumulative efficiency from measurements
Cumulative efficiency from model.
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Figure 17. Aged DOC model results in a WLTC. Upper plots:
Upstream measurements
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Downstream model. Bottom plot:
Cumulative efficiency from measurements
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